Thank you for participating in ASDA’s Virtual Leadership Conference (VLC). VLC offers many opportunities for ASDA members to connect with one another as well as to gain valuable insight and education. Please review the following Terms and Conditions for your participation in VLC.

Contact Information
By registering, attending and/or participating in VLC, you agree that ASDA may provide your contact information to select sponsors and exhibitors. To opt-out of having your contact information shared, please complete the following form by Monday, November 2. Please note that by opting out, you may not receive sponsored-related event materials.

Photography and Recording
By registering, attending and/or participating in the VLC, you consent to and grant to ASDA, the unrestricted, perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free and transferable right and license to use and to distribute (both now and in the future) your image and/or voice in photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions, and audiotapes (both live and on demand) of the VLC.

You shall not photograph or audio or video record any and all portions of the VLC without the prior written consent of ASDA.

Technology Use
You acknowledge that your use of technology during the VLC is not guaranteed. ASDA and its vendors will use their best efforts to communicate with attendees regarding camera use in devices and computers, mobile app capabilities in iOS and Android, audio settings and headset use, and stylus use in the virtual event platform.

In no event shall ASDA be held liable for interruptions to Internet access, power access, video camera access, or audio capabilities, nor of any similar interruptions to the virtual event platform for the duration of the posted VLC website.

Conduct
Virtual Event attendees may not intentionally interrupt the VLC or use of any other online media that interfaces with the VLC which might include, but not be limited to, sexualized language or imagery, inappropriate dialog, insults, political statements, or other content or communication outside of the character and purpose of ASDA.

Violation of Terms and Conditions
You acknowledge that any violation of these Terms and Conditions may result in ASDA issuing you a verbal warning, removing you from VLC without refund, restricting you from attending future ASDA events, and revoking your membership in ASDA.